Global Challenges 
Course Design Institute 2022

Overview
This Summer 2022 Institute addresses course design and redesign for infusing global challenges into Clemson courses and curricula.

The leaders of the Institute will provide materials and resources to support faculty in the following:

- designing/redesigning courses to integrate the Crossings student learning outcomes for Global Challenges¹;
- employing evidence-based practices in creating assignments connected to course and institutional student learning outcomes;
- developing and integrating course activities and assignments to enhance students’ academic engagement.

Throughout and by the end of the Institute, faculty will be creating or delivering revised assignments and revised syllabi for courses seeking Global Challenges general education attribution.

¹ For more information: see the Crossings webpage

How to Apply:
A short application form is available here and is due on April 30, 2022 at 5 pm.

Compensation is $2,000, upon completion of the institute, transferred to a Fund 15 account (for professional development or summer salary, inclusive of fringe). Funds will be transferred after July 1, 2022

Other institute materials and curricula will be purchased for you. Questions can be addressed to either:

Dr. Bridget Trogden, Associate Dean UGS (trogden@clemson.edu)
Dr. Taimi Olsen, Executive Director OTEI (taimio@clemson.edu)

Key Dates for the Institute:
Part I: Kick-off, May 16-17, in-person, Clemson main campus
Part II: Online Course, asynchronous
Part III: Summer Check-ins, asynchronous
Part IV: Presentations, August 11, in-person, Clemson main campus

* Participation in all four parts & two deliverables are expected